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Background
The importance of environmental cleaning in an acute care hospital cannot be overstated. UVC irradiation
instruments to supplement traditional hospital cleaning practices have been available for almost a decade. While
UV has historically been recognized as a disinfecting technique for more than 50 years, the effectiveness of
these UVC instruments for surface disinfection in healthcare has more recently been established with numerous
studies and their successful integration in hospital cleaning regimens.
Our organization had the opportunity to be the first hospital to use THOR in the US. THOR – Telescoping High
Output Rapid UVC system, is a new generation UVC system that builds on the industry standards with new
capabilities for enhanced UVC disinfection. A small group was trained, in-house, on the use of THOR. We used
the system in a variety of rooms, including critical care, isolation and operating rooms.

Method
THOR uses Philips High Output UVC lamps, has Shadow Reduction Capabilities and employs state of the art
Lidar Direct Dimensioning with centimeter sensitivity to methodically scan the room and contents. The scans
enable THOR to calibrate the cycle time to deliver a germicidal dose of UVC energy for vegetative and spore
forms of microbes.
The following (3) phases were completed in 1 ICU room, 3 patient rooms and 1 operating room:
•
•
•

Culturing Dirty Room, Post Patient Discharge
Culturing Post EVS Manual Cleaning of Room
Culturing Post THOR UVC Disinfection Cycle
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All cultures were obtained from the same surface locations in each room, as directed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 or 6 locations in each room were chosen. Each location was cultured once in each phase.
15 or 18 plates were cultured for each room.
Infection Prevention coordinated with nursing supervisors and EVS to identify targeted rooms.
All plates were labeled with an identification number and logged on a control document.
Plates were incubated at 35° C for 48 hours as directed.
Cultures were collected and read in March and April 2017.
Visual comparisons of analogous plates from each phase were made by Infection Preventionists.
We used direct contact RODAC plates* to collect and culture bacteria from surfaces.

* BBL BD D/E Neutralizing Agar RODAC 215280 with neutralizing agents to inactivate a variety of disinfectant

and antiseptic chemicals. These plates are used in a variety of programs to establish and monitor cleaning techniques and schedules. Those microorganisms that ferment dextrose will be surrounded by a yellow zone/
•

There is a chance that contamination or evidence of bacteria, may occur after disinfection, due to airbornebacteria or clothing transmission from the collector.

“Dirty” Example

“Clean” Example

All slides not shown here, a sampling was chosen

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Computer Mouse – ICU
•
•

Visible colonies present in Dirty Room
Colonies decreased Post EVS Clean, but are still present ZERO colony growt POST THOR
Clean.
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Sanitizer Dispenser – Patient Room
•
•
•

Visible colonies present in Dirty Room.
Colonies increased Post EVS Clean, which suggests possible cross contamination.
ZERO colony growth POST THOR Clean.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

OR Floor
•

Significant colonies present in Dirty Room. Colonies decreased Post EVS Clean, but still
very prevalent. ZERO colony growth POST THOR Clean.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Tabletop – Patient Room
•
•

Colonies visible in Dirty Room. Colonies decreased, but are still present Post EVS Clean.
ZERO colony growth POST THOR Clean.
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Light Switch, Top – Patient Room
•
•

Significant colonies present in Dirty Room.
EVS does a good job cleaning this area as no colonies are present Post EVS Clean or POST
THOR Clean.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Left Front Chair Arm
•
•
•

Patient Room Significant colonies present in Dirty Room.
Colonies decreased Post EVS Clean but are still present.
ZERO colony growth after THOR Clean.

Results
•
•
•
•
•

24 (of 33) sets of cultures showed Growth in Phase 1, reduction of growth in Phase 2 and no growth in
Phase 3. This is the desired result.
19 of the 24 had zero to very minimal growth in Phase 2 which indicates very effective cleaning by EVS.
29 (of 33) showed no growth in Phase 3.
2 sets showed more growth in Phase 2 than Phase 1 which may indicate cross-contamination or poor
technique in getting the surface sample.
2 culture plates had more growth in Phase 3 than Phase 2 which may indicate poor technique in getting the
surface sample.
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Conclusions
This was a very successful trial. We had a visual tool to see the efficacy of THOR UVC disinfection. The goal is
disinfecting surfaces to prevent cross contamination of pathogens from person to person or surface to person.
Although the cultures were not 100%, the results clearly showed great improvement after THOR. THOR’s lower
profile made THOR easy to move and the extended mode (> 7 feet high) in combination with the low placement
of lamps in the base obviously reduces upper and lower shadowed areas.
Our EVS staff know how important their work is. Even with the best technique and products, room cleaning is
difficult with the many resistant pathogens that colonize hospitals. The nurses, technicians and physicians all felt
that this was a great tool and shows the level to which we can take our cleaning efforts. The visitors were also
curious and this was seen as a positive step taken by our organization.
Several observations were made during the trial:
•
•
•

Proper or better plating technique may have improved some of the samples. This was the first time using
these surface culture plates.
Proper placement and spacing of items in the room is essential to getting the best results. Drawers and
closets should be open, bathroom door open and furniture moved away from walls. By putting up bed rails
and placing call bell etc. up, these will be cleaned better than if they are hidden.
Curtains should be left open to increase reflectivity. The UV light will go under and around items. Some of
our rooms are extremely small, so it may be harder to get all surfaces. It will be beneficial to keep records of
which rooms were done and when and how certain items were positioned. For example, you may wish to
lay pillows or position devices out on occasion to get them cleaned. You can put equipment in a room and
disinfect multiple pumps, wheelchairs or commodes etc.

THOR uses High Output UVC lamps, uniquely takes advantage of higher 220 VAC power when available, is
designed to reduce shadowed areas and uses Lidar with centimeter sensitivity to scan rooms and contents to
precisely calculate germicidal cycle times.
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